PART 1 - GENERAL

1.01 DESCRIPTION OF WORK:

A. Extent of electrical connections for equipment is indicated by drawings and schedules. Electric connections are hereby defined to include, but not necessarily limited to, connections for providing electrical power to equipment, control wiring connections, communication connections.

B. Types of electrical power and electrical system connections specified in this section includes, but is not limited to the following:

- To motors.
- To equipment.
- To resistance heaters.
- To HVAC equipment.
- To motor starters.
- To motor control equipment.
- From motor starters to motors.
- To plumbing equipment.
- To lighting fixtures.
- To transformers, inverters, rheostats, and similar current adjustment features of equipment.
- To ground.
- To master units of communication, signal, and alarm.

C. Motor starters and controls not furnished integrally with equipment are specified in applicable Electrical work sections along with installation specifications.

D. Refer to other specifications sections for motor starters and controls furnished with equipment; not work of this section.

E. Junction boxes and disconnect switches required for motors and other electrical units of equipment are specified in applicable Electrical work sections.

F. Refer to other specifications sections and the drawings for control system wiring work described and installed under Electrical work.
G. Refer to specification sections and plans of other work Divisions for specific individual equipment power requirements.

H. Furnish all labor and material and making power connections to all electric equipment furnished under the Architectural, Plumbing, Heating, Air Conditioning and equipment sections of the specifications and plans.

I. Provide the electrical installation of all control devices, including 115-volt, 1-phase firestats, mount all electrical equipment non-furnished as an integral part of the equipment, all control and power conduit, wiring, disconnect switches, etc., to make the installation. The mechanical section shall furnish all control devices for HVAC and plumbing systems.

PART 2 - PRODUCTS

2.01 ACCEPTABLE MANUFACTURERS:

A. Available Manufacturers: Subject to compliance with requirements, manufacturers offering products which may be incorporated in the work include, but are not limited to, the following:

3-M Corp.
AMP Products Corp.
Appleton Electric Co.
Burndy Corp.
Ideal Industries, Inc.
T and B/Thomas and Betts Corp.

2.02 MATERIALS AND COMPONENTS:

A. General: For each electrical connection indicated, provide complete assembly of materials, including but not necessarily limited to, pressure connectors, terminals (lugs), electrical insulating tape, electrical solder, electrical soldering flux, heat-shrinkable insulating tubing, cable ties, solderless wire nuts, and other items and accessories as needed to complete splices and terminations of types indicated.

B. Metal Conduit, Tubing and Fittings: Provide metal conduit, tubing and fittings of types, grades, sizes and weights (wall thicknesses) indicated for each type service. Where types and grades are not indicated, provide proper selection as determined by Installer to fulfill wiring requirements; comply with NEC requirements for
raceways. Provide products complying with Electrical Work basic materials and methods section "Raceways", and in accordance with the raceway material required for the project.

C. Wire, Cable, and Connectors: Provide wires, cables, and connectors complying with Electrical Work basic materials and methods section "Wires and Cables".

D. Wire: Unless otherwise indicated, provide wires/conductors for electrical connections which match wires/conductors of wiring supplying power.

E. Connectors and Terminals: Provide electrical connectors and terminals as recommended by connector and terminal manufacturer for intended applications.

F. Electrical Connection Accessories: Provide electrical insulating tape, heat-shrinkable insulating tubing and boots, solder, electrical soldering flux, wire nuts and cable ties as recommended for use by accessories manufacturers for type services indicated.

PART 3 - EXECUTION

3.01 INSTALLATION OF ELECTRICAL CONNECTIONS:

A. Install electrical connections as indicated; in accordance with connector manufacturer's written instructions and with recognized industry practices, and complying with requirements of NEC and NECA's "Standard of Installation" to ensure that products fulfill requirements.

B. Connect electrical power supply conductors to equipment conductors in accordance with equipment manufacturer's written instructions and wiring diagrams. Wherever possible, mate and match conductors of electrical connections for proper interface between electrical power supplies and installed equipment.

C. Coordinate installation of electrical connections for equipment with equipment installation work.

D. Cover splices with electrical insulation equivalent to, or of higher rating, than insulation on conductors being spliced.
E. Prepare cables and wires by cutting and stripping covering armor, jacket, and insulation properly to ensure uniform and neat appearance where cables and wires are terminated.

F. Trim cables and wires as short as practicable and arrange routing to facilitate inspection, testing and maintenance.

G. Tighten wire-binding connector screws firmly.

H. Provide flexible conduit for motor connections, and for other electrical equipment connections where subject to movement and vibration.

I. Provide liquid-tight metallic flexible conduit for connection of motors and for other electrical equipment where subject to movement and vibration, and also where subjected to one or more of the following conditions:

- Exterior location.
- Moist or humid atmosphere where condensate can be expected to accumulate.
- Corrosive atmosphere.
- Subjected to water spray.
- Subjected to dripping oil, grease, or water.

J. Refer to basic materials and methods section for identification of electrical power supply conductor terminations with markers approved as to types, colors, letter and marker sizes, by Designer. Affix markers at each point of termination, as close as possible to each point of connection.
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